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“Winners never quit and quitters never win”
- Vince Lombardi -‒ ‒ ‒ rdi‒
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 ᭶
᪥ ᮌ ͐ᩥࡢ᪥ ఇࡳ
᪥ ᅵ ͐72(,&72(,&%ULGJH⏦㎸⥾ษ
᪥ ᪥ ͐ᖺᗘ➨ᅇⱥㄒ᳨ᐃḟヨ㦂
᪥ ᭶ 㹼᪥ ᅵ ͐72(,&72(,&%ULGJH ᐇ
᪥ Ỉ ͐ປឤㅰࡢ᪥ ఇࡳ       
 ᭶
 ᪥ ᮌ 㹼 ᪥ Ỉ ͐ࣞࢠ࣮ࣗࣛࣞࢵࢫࣥ

᪥ ⅆ ͐ⱥ᳨⏦ࡋ㎸ࡳ⥾ษ
᪥ ᮌ 㹼᪥ ᪥ ͐ࢡࣜࢫ࣐ࢫࣃ࣮ࢸ࣮㸦Ώ㑔ᐙ㸧
᪥࣭᪥͐ኳⓚㄌ⏕᪥࣭᪥᭙᪥௦ఇ
᪥
᪥㹼᭶
᭶᪥
᪥͐ᖺᮎᖺጞ ఇࡳ
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᭶
᭶
᪥ Ỉ ͐ࣞࢵࢫࣥ㛤ጞ
᪥ ᭶ ͐ᡂேࡢ᪥ ఇࡳ
᪥ ⅆ ͐ඣ❺ⱥ᳨⏦ࡋ㎸ࡳ⥾ษ
᪥ ᪥ ͐ᖺᗘ➨୕ᅇⱥ᳨㸯ḟヨ㦂
᪥ ᭶ 㹼᭶᪥ ᅵ ͐ඣ❺ⱥ᳨ᐇ
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Announcement
72(,&72(,&%ULGJH ᭶  ᪥㸦ᅵ㸧⏦㎸⥾ษ
ヨ㦂᪥  ᭶  ᪥㸦᭶㸧㹼 ᪥㸦ᅵ㸧
ཷ㦂ᩱ 72(,&     ?
    72(,&%ULGLJH ?
⏦㎸ᮇ㛫  ᭶  ᪥ 㸦ⅆ㸧㹼 ᭶  ᪥ ᅵ 
ͤཷ㦂ᩱࡣ⏦㎸ࢆࡍࡿ㝿୍⥴ᣢࡗ࡚ࡁ࡚ୗࡉ࠸ࠋ





 ᖺ➨㸱ᅇ ⱥㄒ᳨ᐃ ⏦㎸⥾ษ  ᭶  ᪥㸦ⅆ㸧ࡲ࡛
      ヨ㦂᪥  ᖺ  ᭶  ᪥ ᪥ 
ཷ㦂ᩱ 㸯⣭
   ‽  ⣭
    㸰⣭
   ‽㸰⣭
    㸱⣭

?
?
?
?
?

    㸲⣭ ?
    㸳⣭ ?

ᴾ
Ḥᴾ ᒍ౨ỉဎᡂểӖ᬴૰ửλủỦݥለỊܴỆấ
ẟềẝụộẴẇӖ᬴૰ỊấᤊụỉễẟợạẆዸЏӈܣỂ
ấૅẟɦẰẟẇᴾ
ᴾ
ဎᡂỉᚡλỊɟЏẮẼỤͨỊẟẺẲộẶỮỉỂẆ
ݵẆဎ
࣏ẵଐộỂỆဎᡂửஜ
ஜʴầᚡλẲẆ੩ЈẲềɦẰ
ẟẇဎᡂầ੩ЈẰủềẟễẟئӳỊẆӖ᬴ẲễẟẮể
ểᙸễẲộẴẇᴾ
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ᖊἿἛᄋὐἿװܣẩฌἿἤἹὣৌἫἛࠠὛͣἦἕἪණẩἛᯊἕᄋἨ͢ἣἪẪ

ᄋὐᄄ
ἥಙαὀẩἥ࠹ेἿἝἛ౼ͣἦἕẪỖฌុᰱἿὐἿὓẩổฌүᬇἸᄋ
ὐὣᜊἴἷͣἦἕẪ

ᏵԌಓἸ
דᰱ௭ἹᄋὐᄄἹὣ͜ᏭἼἥ୦ԅͣἦἕẪ
ế୦ԅᄄἿᄋὐᄄἹדᰱ௭Ἷࡢጅὀ࠱ἼᑔἕἷἓὛἪẪỀ

דᰱ௭
Ⴒ᧼ἸἛᨇὛἿἻἕණἼἛᯊἕἨἪẪ

ᏵԌἿಓἼἼװὠἻἕװܣ
лαἸẩὨᾷᾃ̵ᾑᾇᾌἜᄋἨὒἪἿἸẩἥᔬᣯἸἛᄋὐͣἦἕẪ

ᏵԌἿಓἸἼᾰᾇώᾷἼἕἴἨὔὝἻἕװܣ
ᄋὐếדᰱἹἛԪỀὣὦὯᾋᾣ̵ἸἼ ṰṫẂ ἨἷͣἦἕẪ

ᄋὐᏵὒԌὛἼάᾧᾷᾯ
ಙᖊ៓ᓞࠪ֠Ϝὀẩ͜ॄἴἰדᰱ௭ἿἕૌἨὀἨἬὤἿἸẩדᰱ
௭ἿἕૌἨὀἓὛἬὤẪ

ಓậషἿݪ౹
ᏉࡠἼἸἬὤź

ᏵԌಓἼἼװὠἫẩὨᾷᾃ̵ᾑᾇᾌἸὓᄋὐἝἸἻἜἴἰװܣ
ᾳᾃᾎᾝὦὯᾋᾣ̵ἸἿάᾧᾷᾯরἲἹἻὛἪẪ
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ṭẒẜẓẝẞẗẋẝ Ṻẋẜẞả
ṛṜ ಆ ṜṜ ếಖỀǗṜṟ ếỀ
༗ጨࠄࠞἸέᾮώᾢώᾕ̵ᾊὧ̵ὣᫌѲź
ổỖಆἿԕὒἼᆌණἼέᾮώᾢώὯ̵ᾍἹরၛὣἛᥘὛἨἪẪ༾Ѱ
ἿЛἻἺἝἓὛἪἿἸẩՉἿಇὣἥឞᤊἿ͢ẩৌἫἥ᥆Ыͣ
ἦἕẪ

࣮࣒࣮࣍࣌ࢪࣜࢽ࣮ࣗࣝᡂ㸟

ࡇࡢᗘࠊ࣡ࢱࢼ࣋࢝ࢹ࣑࣮ࡢ࣮࣒࣮࣍࣌ࢪࡢࣜࢽ࣮ࣗࣝࡀᡂ
⮴ࡋࡲࡋࡓࠋ࣒࢝ࣜ࢟ࣗࣛෆᐜࡸࠊࢫࢱࢵࣇࡢ⤂ࠊᤵᴗ㢼ᬒࡢ┿ࠊ
య㦂ࣞࢵࢫࣥࡸ࠾ၥ࠸ྜࢃࡏ➼ࢆᥖ㍕ࡋ࡚࠸ࡲࡍࡢ࡛ࠊⓙᵝ㠀ࡈぴ
ࡃࡔࡉ࠸ࠋ

URL:

http://watanabe-academy.com/
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Energy Source
Overcoming Obstacles

ᨦܹửʈụឭảềᴾ

Consider this:

ഏỉẮểửᎋảềắỤỮẇᴾ

  ەLouisa May Alcott, the author of ṼἽỶἈὉἳỶὉỼἽἅἕἚᴾ Ẑᒉᒬཋᛖẑỉ˺ᎍỊܼ
Little Women,was encouraged to find work ଈỆἳỶἛẦጐẟ܇ỉˁʙửẴợạỆᚕỪủềẟ
as a servant or seamstress by her family. Ẻẇᴾ

ᴾ
  ەBeethoaven
handled the violin ṼἫὊἚὊỹὅỊẆἢỶỼἼὅửڭڈễẨ૾ửẲ
awkwardly and preferred playing his own ẺầẆᐯЎᐯ៲ỉ২ᘐửોծẲễẟỂẆᐯЎỉử
compositions instead of improving his ڌẴỦỉửڤỮẻẇέဃỊࢬỊ˺ܼểẲềỊẆ
technique.

His

teacher

called

him ஓỚễẲẻểᚕẾẺẇᴾ

hopeless as a composer.
 ەCharles Darwin, father of the Theory
of Evolution, gave up a medical career
and was told by his father, “You care for
nothing

but

shooting,

dogs

and

rat

catching” In his autobiography, Darwin
wrote, “ I was considered by all my masters

ᴾ
ᴾ
ṼẐᆔỉឪเẑỉ༵ẆἓἵὊἽἌὉἒὊỸỵὅỊẆҔ
ܖỉѠࢍửẝẨỤỜẆ༵ᚃỆẐấЭỊོỆẲẦᐻԛ
ầễẟỉẦẑểᚕỪủẺầẆᐯˡỉɶỂഏỉಮỆ
ẟềẟỦẇẐᅶỊܖఄỉέဃμՃể༵Ệ୍ᡫỉ̓܇
ẻể࣬ỪủềẟềẆჷᏡỊˌרɦẻể࣬Ừủềẟ
Ẻẇẑểẇᴾ

and by my father, a very ordinary boy, ᴾ
rather below the common standard in ᴾ
intellect.”
 ەWalt Disney was fired by a newspaper
editor for lack of ideas. Walt Disney also
went bankrupt several times before he
built DisneyLand.
  ەThomas Edison’s

teachers said he

was too stupid to learn anything.
 ەAlbert Einstein did not speak until
he was four years old and didn’t read
until he was seven. His teacher described
him as “mentally slow, unsociable and
adrift forever in his foolish dreams.” He
was expelled and was refused admittance
to the Zurich Polytechnic School.
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ᴾ
ᴾ
ṼỸỻὊἽἚὉἙỵἌἝὊỊẆỴỶἙỵỴửਤẾềẟễ
ẟểẟạྸဌỂૼᎥỉዻᨼᎍỉˁʙửᬍỆễẾẺẇ
ỸỻὊἽἚὉἙỵἌἝὊỊἙỵἌἝὊἻὅἛửᇌẼɥậ
ỦЭẆૠׅᄊငẲẺẇᴾ
ᴾ
ṼἚὊἰἋὉỺἊἏὅỉέဃᢋỊẆἚὊἰἋỊ˴ửѠ
ࢍẴỦỆờẝộụỆờᬔᰦỂẝỦểᚕẾẺẇᴾ
ᴾ
ṼỴἽἢὊἚὉỴỶὅἉἷἑỶὅỊẆᾃബộỂᚕᓶầЈ
ễẪẆᾆബộỂᛠỜễẦẾẺẇࢬỉέဃỊẆẐࢬỊჷ
ᏡủỂẆᅈ˟ࣱầễẪẆᐯЎỉᬔᰦễٹỉɶửẰ
ộợẾềẟỦẇẑểᚕẾẺẇࢬỊẆᡚܖẰẶỤủẆἓἷ
ὊἼἕἤὉἯἼἘἁἝἕἁఄồỉλܖửԁẰủẺẇᴾ
ᴾ
ᴾ
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ᴾ
 ەLouis Pasteur was only a mediocre ṼἽỶὉἣἋὊἽỊܖٻỉጚỊɶˮỂẆ҄ܖỉ
pupil in undergraduate studies and ಅỂỊᾁᾁʴɶᾀᾄˮẻẾẺẇᴾ
ranked 15th out of 22 in chemistry.
 ەIsaac Newton did very poorly in grade
school.
 ەLeo Tolstoy, author of War and Peace,
flunked out of college. He was described as
“both unable and unwilling to learn”
 ەHenry Ford failed and went broke five
times before he finally succeeded.
 ەBabe

Ruth,

considered

by

sports

historians to be the greatest athlete of all
time and famous for setting the home run
record, also holds the record for strikeouts.
 ەWinston Churchill failed sixth grade.
He did not become Prime Minister of
England until he was 62, and then only
after a lifetime of defeats and setbacks.

ᴾ
ᴾ
ṼỴỶἈἕἁὉἝἷὊἚὅỊẆܖݱఄỉጚỊ᩼ࠝỆ
फẦẾẺẇᴾ
ᴾ
ṼẐʗểԧẑỉ˺ᎍᴾ ἾỼὉἚἽἋἚỶỊܖٻỂᓳ
ᇹẲẺẇࢬỊẆẐܖốẮểầЈஹẵẆܖốॖഒầễ
ẟẑểᚕỪủẺẇᴾ
ᴾ
ṼἪὅἼὊὉἧỻὊἛỊஇኳႎỆыẴỦЭỆ˴ࡇ
ờڂẲẆᾄׅᄊငẲẺẇᴾ
ᴾ
ṼἫὊἨὉἽὊἋỊἋἯὊỉഭӪܼẦỤμềỉ
ˊỂỉஇờ͝ٻễỴἋἼὊἚỂẝỦểᚕỪủẆἭὊἲ
ἻὅỉᚡửᇌẲẺẮểỂẆஊӸẻầẆộẺἋἚἻ
ỶἁὉỴỸἚỉᚡờਤẾềẟỦỉỂờஊӸẻẇᴾ
ᴾ
ṼỸỵὅἋἚὅὉἓἵὊἓἽỊẆᾅ࠰ဃửᓳᇹẲẺẇࢬ
ỊڂểࢸठửጮụᡉẲẆࢬỊᾅᾁബỂᒍỉᬍႻ
ỆễẾẺẇࢬỉஇٻỉᝡྂỊࢬầḛᎊʴḜỆễẾẺ
ỆởẾềẨẺẇᴾ

His greatest contributions came when he
was a “senior citizen”
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